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Best Practices – Using ArcCatalog 10 FGDC Metadata Style to 
Create MGMG Commons-Compatible Metadata  

The ArcCatalog metadata toolset can be used to create metadata for the Minnesota Geospatial 
Commons.  You must select the "FGDC-CSDGM" Metadata Style, and export the XML from native ArcGIS 
to FGDC format. This page describes a method to do this, including best practices for filling in specific 
metadata elements in the ArcCatalog editor. 

 

Basic Steps 

• Choose FGDC Metadata Style:  
ArcCatalog>Customize>ArcCatalog Options>Metadata>Metadata Style: Choose from pulldown: 
“FGDC-CSDGM Metadata” 

• Enter metadata elements into the (ISO) Editor form, and save edits 
• When all metadata elements have been entered, create an FGDC format XML: 

o Export from the metadata form or toolbox:  Export uses translator 
“ARCGIS2FGDC”.  (This is the default if you have chosen the FGDC style).  

• Validate FGDC XML format for acceptable Commons content by using the Commons Data 
Resource Validation tool.  

o This is NOT one of the internal ArcCatalog validation tools available in ArcToolbox. The 
Commons tool is available as an Esri Add-in. 

o From this Commons App Resource https://gisdata.mn.gov/dataset/mgc-resource-editor 
you need the Data Resource Validation Add-in. 

•  Create an HTML document:  
o In ArcCatalog:  An HTML file can be created – using the “FGDC Classic” format, using the 

ArcToolbox Tool, “USGS MP Metadata Translator”:  
 Toolbox>Conversion Tools>Metadata>“USGS MP Metadata Translator”. Use 

your FGDC-format XML file to create this.  
o In Minnesota Metadata Editor:  Import XML into MME and create the HTML in MME for 

the MGMG HTML format.  
 Tools>View Metadata as HTML 

• Rename as metadata.xml and metadata.html.  As you are creating your metadata it may have a 
descriptive name such as “eusa.xml” (for Electric Utility Service Areas).  When you move it into 
your final Commons data resource folder configuration it must be renamed, simply, 
metadata.xml (and .html) 

Upgrade Metadata 

If you are creating metadata from scratch using ArcCatalog you do not need to do this step. If you are 
importing an xml format metadata record that you produced elsewhere, you will need to use the 
“Upgrade Metadata” routine to translate the record into ArcGIS’s internal metadata XML format. 

https://gisdata.mn.gov/dataset/mgc-resource-editor
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Set up ArcCatalog Metadata Options to use the FGDC-CSDGM Metadata Style 

ArcCatalog>Customize>ArcCatalog Options>Metadata> 

 

Make sure that your Metadata Style is set to “FGDC CSDGM Metadata” (populate from pulldown list) 
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Enter metadata elements into the (ISO) Editor form 

If your default metadata style is "FGDC", then the editor that appears when you choose to Edit 
metadata is the ISO editor.  The ISO editor can be used to create full ISO metadata as well as FGDC 
metadata.  Within ArcCatalog, if your metadata style is FGDC, then the ISO editor appears, with hints as 
to which fields are necessary to populate for full FGDC.  For each section, those fields are highlighted in 
pink, and the top of the page will indicate which fields need to be filled in to support FGDC minimum 
requirements. As you fill them in, the pink highlights will disappear.  

The metadata fields used in the Minnesota Geographic Metadata Guidelines (MGMG) are a subset of 
the fields used in the full FGDC CSGDM standard. ArcGIS has tutorials on how to use their basic editor to 
input FGDC data.  (See Arc Help Files What is Metadata and Creating and Managing FGDC Metadata) 
Metadata fields need to be filled in in accordance with MGMG Minimum Guidelines.  You only need to 
fill in the subset of FGDC fields that are needed to meet the MGMG Guidelines: Metadata Requirements 
for the Minnesota Geospatial Commons – June, 2015: 
http://www.mngeo.state.mn.us/councils/statewide/Commons_MGMG_element_requirements_recom
mendation.pdf. 

The Esri document, Creating and Managing FGDC Metadata, does a good job of describing styeps to fill 
out the minimum metadata requirements for FGDC.  However, for certain metadata fields there are 
certain practices that are needed to assure that the metadata you enter will be correctly recognized by 
MGMG.  This is necessary because, in a few cases, MGMG chose to implement just one of multiple 
options in FGDC, or used FGDC tags in a non-standard way.  These fields, and recommended practices 
for entering the data, are described under "Tips and Tricks" in the next section.   

 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#/What_is_metadata/003t00000001000000/
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//003t00000031000000
http://www.mngeo.state.mn.us/councils/statewide/Commons_MGMG_element_requirements_recommendation.pdf
http://www.mngeo.state.mn.us/councils/statewide/Commons_MGMG_element_requirements_recommendation.pdf
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Populating Metadata Fields for the Commons – Tips and Tricks 

For certain metadata fields there are certain practices that are needed to assure that the metadata you 
enter will be correctly recognized by MGMG.  This is necessary where MGMG chose to implement just 
one of multiple options in FGDC, or used FGDC tags in a non-standard way.   

Time Period of Content <timeperd> and Currentness Reference <current> 

For Time Period of Content, the FGDC standard enables the entry of either a single calendar date or a 
range of dates.  The MGMG standard implements only the single calendar date.  If the user enters the 
range date option instead, MGMG validation will return a warning. Although metadata is still valid 
enough to be published to the Commons, there will be data presentation issues on the dataset’s Data 
Resource page.   

Single Date representation in an XML document: 

 

Range of Dates representation in an XML document: 

 

 

ArcCatalog/FGDC input form allows input of either date ranges or single calendar date, under the 
metadata section, “Resource Extents”.  For a range of dates, use the “Temporal Period Extent”.  For a 
single calendar date, use the “Temporal Instant Extent”.  If appropriate to your data set, use the Single 
date (“Temporal Instant Extent”) option since that is what MGMG is looking for.  There are times when 
the range of dates option is more appropriate to the data set being described. Since not using the single 
date generates just a warning, this does not prevent metadata validation in the Commons.   
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There is a presentation issue in the “Additional Information” section on the Commons Data Resource 
page, even if not using the single date <caldate> does not cause validation to fail.  Under “Additional 
Information”,  on the Commons Data Resource page, if there is no <caldate>, then the currentness 
reference information <current> is used in place of the non-existent <caldate>. In this case, the 
metadata editor may have entered something perfectly reasonable, but it makes no sense on the 
“Additional Information” page.  

To prevent that from happening, if you used the range of dates tags instead of the single date tag, re-
enter the beginning date and ending date that you entered into the <rngdate> tags into the Currentness 
Reference <current> tags, then provide any additional text information you want in the Currentness 
Reference section. Filling in the pink-highlighted “Description” field in the ISO editor, along with one of 
the temporal date fields, will populate the “Currentness Reference” tags. That way, your publication 
dates information – and any extra descriptive information - will still appear on the Data Resource Page. 

Note that, if you provide a metadata html generated from your full fgdc metadata in “FGDC Classic” 
format, then the date range information that you provided will also show up there.  
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Theme Keywords <themekey> and Theme Keyword Thesaurus <themekt> 

MGMG records often use the “ISO 19115 Topic Category” as the theme keyword thesaurus, but other 
theme lists are acceptable.  It is not necessary to fill in the Theme Keyword Thesaurus field.  

The FGDC standard generally puts each separate theme keyword within its own set of tags.  MGMG 
presents its theme keywords in one entry in a comma-separated list, with the first entry generally being 
an ISO topic category keyword.  It is possible to enter multiple theme keywords into one entry in the 
ArcCatalog/FGDC form, and this works better for the Commons.  If the user enters one per theme 
keyword tag, only the first entry will appear in the Commons. This will not cause a failure of validation, 
but will mean that less of the information that you have entered in your metadata will appear in the 
Commons.  This would particularly affect “tags” that appear in the Commons and search functionality. 
The more keywords recognized by the Commons, the better the search will work.  

MGMG MME Example – ISO Theme Keywords first, all keywords in one entry: 

 

ArcCatalog FGDC Editor Example 

 

In ArcCatalog, is possible to enter multiple words into a single tag.  See example below: in ArcCatalog, 
under Theme Keywords, enter multiple keywords into the same box.  If you put one theme keyword in 
each data entry box, then each keyword gets its own set of <themekey> tags.  
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Place Keywords <placekey> 

This is the same situation as for Theme Keyword.  Unless you enter multiple place keywords into one 
entry in the ArcCatalog/FGDC form, only the first place keyword will appear in the Commons. This will 
not cause a failure of validation, but will mean that less of the information that you have entered in your 
metadata will appear in the Commons.  This would particularly affect “tags” that appear in the 
Commons and search functionality. The more keywords recognized by the Commons, the better the 
search will work. 

 

Citation Information: Originator and Publisher 

Originator and Publisher fields are filled out in the “Citation” Section of the ISO Editor. 

Filling in Originator - Summary:   

• Overview Section>Citation Contacts>+New Contact (opens new contact window) 
• Fill in Organization and fill in Role = “Originator” using pulldown list. 

Overview Section>Citation Contacts>   
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Add New Contact (at + sign): Fill in Organization Name and assign Role = “Originator”. 

 

This fills in the Origin tag in the citation portion of the xml like this:  
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Filling in Publisher - Summary: 

• Overview Section>Citation Contacts>+New Contact (opens new contact window) 
• Fill in Organization and fill in Role = “Publisher” using pulldown list. 

Overview Section>Citation Contacts>   

 

Add New Contact (at + sign): Fill in Organization Name and assign Role = “Publisher”. 

 

This fills in the Publisher tag in the citation portion of the xml like this:  
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Contact Information (Resource Information Contact, Distribution Contact, Metadata Contact) 

Contact information appears in three places in the metadata:  Data Set Contact, Distribution Contact, 
and Metadata Contact.  These contacts may all be the same person/organization or different 
persons/organizations. For full validation, MGMG requires that the contact organization, contact phone, 
and contact email be filled in for each set of contacts.  Contact person name and position are desirable, 
but not mandatory.   

Filling in Section 1 Contact - Summary: 

• Resource Section>Points of Contact> 
o An empty Contact window is already open. 

• Fill in Name and Organization (Position is Optional).  Role is not required in MGMG.  
o When you leave Role blank, XML for MGMG is fine 
o Don’t think Role is required here for FGDC either even though the field is 

highlighted in pink, which usually indicates an FGDC requirement.  

 

Resource Section>Points of Contact> 

 

In the window that is already open, fill in Name and Organization (Position is Optional).  Role is not 
required for MGMG.   
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To fill in the contact phone, contact email, and address, etc., open up the “+New Contact Information” 
section with the green plus-sign: 
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This fills in the Section 1 Point of Contact in the xml like this: 
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Filling in Distribution Contact - Summary: 

• Resource Section>Distribution> 
• +New Distributor +New Contact (opens a new contact window under Distributor) 

 

Resource Section>Distribution – window looks like this: 

 

 

 

+New Distributor +New Contact – Window looks like this – fill in distributor name, distributor 
organization, other fields are optional. Role is not required to be filled in for MGMG.  
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This fills in the Distribution Point of Contact in the xml like this: 

 

Open the +New Contact Information section to add address, phone, email, etc. – see first contact 
example.  
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Filling in Metadata Contact - Summary: 

• Metadata>Contacts> 
• +New Contact and fill in Name, Organization, other fields optional. Role not required for 

MGMG. 

Metadata>Contacts> 

 

+New Contact and fill in Name, Organization, other fields are optional.  Role not required for MGMG. 
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This fills in the Metadata Point of Contact in the xml like this: 

 

Open the +New Contact Information section to add address, phone, email, etc. – see first contact 
example.  

Note that, when you are using the FGDC Metadata Style, the ISO Editor tells you which fields are required 
to make valid FGDC metadata.  These fields are not all necessary for MGMG metadata.  For example, 
under ‘metadata contacts’, the fields mentioned below may be desirable, but only voice phone number 
and email address are required for MGMG.  

 

Also note that, In the case of “Role” for the three Contact fields (Resource Contact, Distribution Contact, 
and Metadata Contact), the pink highlighting of fields in ArcCatalog makes it appear that it is necessary 
to fill in the Role to make valid FGDC metadata.  We don’t think this is true – when we tested this – the 
role information was not transmitted to the FGDC XML file. Role is required for the Citation Contacts 
section that produces the “Originator” and “Publisher” information.  

 

Lineage section   <lineage><procstep><procdesc>xxxxxxxx</procdesc></procstep></lineage> 

FGDC describes lineage in terms of a series of process steps with process dates and process descriptions.  
MGMG chose to put all lineage information into a single process step. When using the ArcCatalog FGDC 
metadata editor, just put all process step information into the very first process date/process 
description set of tags.  If you use multiple process step/description tags to describe your data lineage, 
only the first set of tags will be brought into the Commons.   
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Minnesota Metadata Editor MGMG Example:   

In the MME, “Lineage” is a single box, into which you can enter extensive process information. 

 

The information entered into the above box is saved as follows: 

 

 

 

ArcCatalog FGDC Example:  

In ArcCatalog, you can put entire lineage description in first Process Step, and it will work.  A process 
date is also required. Putting things into multiple process steps will not work as MGMG just looks at a 
single process step. Putting the lineage description into the “Lineage Statement” field, which looks like a 
logical location, will not bring it forward into the FGDC-format XML. 
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If the entire lineage description is entered into a single Process Step box, it is exported as follows, which 
is valid MGMG,  harvestable by the Commons: 
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Note: if you are planning to make your metadata HTML using the FGDC Classic HTML view, it won’t 
matter if you use multiple process steps because they all will appear in the metadata HTML. Since the 
entire ‘lineage’ set of tags is never actually imported into other parts of the Commons, it may not matter 
so much if you have multiple process steps.  But if you were going to bring an ArcCatalog FGDC record 
into the Minnesota Metadata Editor at some point - either to edit further or to create an MGMG-style 
HTML view - then you would need to keep all of your lineage information in the first process step.  Any 
information entered into subsequent processing steps will be lost in the conversion.  
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Online Linkage <onlink> 

If online linkage is not populated, this will generate a warning in the Commons but will not cause 
validation to fail. Use the following input in the ArcCatalog FGDC Metadata Editor to populate the online 
linkage tags that MGMG expects: 

 

This field is the correct place to put online linkage for MGMG validation. Where appropriate, use the 
Commons data resource name as the Online Linkage location. (There may be times you wish to link 
somewhere else). 
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Exporting internal ArcGIS metadata xml format to FGDC format 

ArcCatalog creates an XML in its own internal format.  This format cannot be read by the Commons 
validator.  When your metadata is complete and you want to convert it into the FGDC format that the 
validator can read, export the XML to the FGDC format.  To do this, in ArcCatalog Description tag, 
activate the “Export” icon.  Use the Translator option of “ArcGIS2FGDC.xml” – This creates an FGDC-
format metadata xml that should meet most of the MGMG Commons requirements if populated 
correctly. (If you have already chosen “FGDC CSDGM Metadata” as your default metadata style, then 
the ArcGIS2FGDC Translator will be the default translator). The transformed file will have a new name. 
The Internal ArcGIS metadata name stays the same. In this example, if the file you are documenting is 
"beltrami.shp", the internal Esri metadata name is "beltrami.shp.xml". 
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As you are creating your metadata in ArcCatalog, if you want to see how well you are doing, you can 
periodically export out an FGDC xml, run it against the Commons validator, keep editing to add the fields 
that are needed, export again, validate again, etc., until your final exported XML validates.  Then your 
metadata XML is ready for the Commons.  At that point, create the HTML document also.  

Note that there are some metadata validation tools available in ArcToolbox (Toolbox>Conversion 
Tools>Metadata>) .  Do not use these.  Use the Validator associated with the Commons. From this 
Commons App Resource https://gisdata.mn.gov/dataset/mgc-resource-editor you need the Data 
Resource Validation Add-in. 

 

 

Create HTML 

• Use ArcToolbox to create the “FGDC Classic” HTML (Toolbox>Conversion 
Tools>Metadata>“USGS MP Metadata Translator”) 

       OR 

• Bring into the Minnesota Metadata Editor to create an MGMG HTML.  To do this, import the 
FGDC exported version of the XML into MME, then use Tools>ViewMetadata as HTML. 

 

 

https://gisdata.mn.gov/dataset/mgc-resource-editor
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Example of "FGDC Classic" HTML 

 

Example of MGMG HTML 
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